Data Sheet

Easy5®
Engineering productivity through advanced multi-domain modeling
and simulation
Easy5
Easy5 is a graphics-based software tool used to model, simulate, and design multi-domain dynamic systems
characterized by differential, difference, and algebraic equations. The systems that can be analyzed using Easy5
include mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, thermal, gas dynamics, powertrain, vehicle dynamics, digital/
analog control systems and much more. The building blocks are packaged in easily accessible application libraries.
An open architecture provides an interface to a broad set of software and hardware tools used in computer-aided
engineering (CAE), including Adams®, MSC Nastran®, Simulink®, and other CAE software tools.

Modeling
The Easy5 interface is developed using Qt and has intuitive point and click interface. The interface is designed to
let the users build even complex models with ease and to maintain multiple libraries and components for reuse.
It uses dockable or floating windows and tool bars and has the ability to easily cut and paste data from Windows
applications like Excel into Easy5.

Analysis
Easy5 analysis program provides you with the capability to perform a set of linear and nonlinear analyses on the
same executable model. Nonlinear analysis options include the capability to perform dynamic behavior and steady
state analyses on the system model. Easy5 can also generate a linear approximation of a nonlinear model to provide
insight into the stability and performance of the nonlinear system at various operating points. The variety of linear
analysis tools available include:

• Transfer function analysis: Permits you to calculate the poles, zeros, leading coefficient and frequency response
between any two points in your system model
• Root locus analysis: Provides you with the capability to determine the locus of the system model eigen values as
a function of any system variable.
• Eigen value sensitivity analysis: Measures the sensitivity of system eigen values to changes in a user specified
system parameter
• Stability margins analysis: Calculates the maximum
and minimum values for user specified parameters
which maintain system stability
• Linear model generation analysis: Used to calculate
complete linear model and also compute the eigen
vectors of the linear model.

Adams Easy5 co-simulation

Easy5 libraries
Libraries are a repository for storing, managing, and
sharing components. Libraries are either Easy5-provided
component libraries or user-defined component libraries.
They provide a single source from which to manage
components and include a built-in configuration control
system. This powerful feature allows libraries (and
components) to be developed and shared among users.

Capabilities
• Assemble models easily from hundreds of prebuilt system components
• Easy to use schematic based system-level
modeling, simulation and analysis

The following libraries are available for use with Easy5:

• Complete system virtual prototyping by linking
Easy5 to other MSC applications

General purpose library

• 64-bit support for Windows and Linux

This is the most widely used library and contains blocks
that are general in nature and used across a broad
spectrum of applications. This library is always included
with Easy5.

• Integration with MSC SimManager for easy
sharing of models and results (Windows only)

Interactive simulation library

• Easy to use GUI with Windows style
functionalities

This library contains blocks that be used to run an
interactive simulation. Using the components of this
library, users can perform a simulation in an interactive
mode during which model data can be changed and plots
displayed as the simulation progresses.

• Customizable libraries of components

• Integration with other CAE software packages
like Adams®, MSC Nastran® and Simulink®

Aerospace vehicle library
This application library contains blocks of system level
components for flight body dynamics, aerodynamics,
control systems, and more. Example application include:
sizing of control surfaces; fuel burn assessment; failure
analysis; the study of aircraft dynamics, stability and
control under different flight conditions; and many others.
The following application specific libraries can be
purchased for added capabilities:
Gas dynamics library
The Gas Dynamics Library is a collection of components
designed to model compressible gas systems, including
pneumatic systems, environmental control systems, and
gas transmission.

Integration of Adams and MSC Nastran with Easy5

The transient forms of the energy and mass conservation
equations are modeled, with gas composition allowed to
vary throughout a system.
Thermal hydraulic library
The Thermal Hydraulic Library consists of a set of
Advanced Easy5 components specifically designed to
model the transient and steady-state behavior of hydraulic
liquid/mechanical systems, including transient thermal
energy effects and heat transfer.
Electrical system library

Go beyond fit to function with Easy5

The Electrical Systems Library (ES) consists of a set of
Easy5 library components that can be used for modeling
electromechanical and electric power systems. Examples
of such systems are electromechanical actuation, power
generation and electrical grid response, and power
electronics for control of motion and switching.

Benefits
• Asses complex multi-domain systems quickly and
accurately
• Improve products early in the design process
• Understand problems and design
countermeasures effectively
• Reduce CAE cost with shareable libraries
• Improve CAE effectiveness by integrating with
other tools
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Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous solutions.
We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity,
and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety,
and mobility applications.
Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems
to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable,
sustainable future.
MSC Software, part of Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division,
is one of the ten original software companies and a global leader in helping
product manufacturers to advance their engineering methods with
simulation software and services. Learn more at mscsoftware.com.
Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division provides solutions that utilise
data from design and engineering, production and metrology to make
manufacturing smarter.
Learn more about Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) at hexagon.com
and follow us @HexagonAB.
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